Pinnacle’s 2019 Risk Retention Group Benchmarking Study Released

Leading actuarial consulting firm issues second in-depth report of risk retention group financial trends and data.

BLOOMINGTON, ILL. -- Pinnacle Actuarial Resources, Inc. is pleased to announce the publication of its 2019 Risk Retention Group (RRG) Benchmarking Study.

Pinnacle’s RRG Benchmarking Study is a deep-dive into the current financial state of RRGs, an important member-owned segment of the insurance industry. It is a comprehensive view of RRG data, highlighting trends and providing contextual comparisons to the admitted market. The study utilizes key metrics including capitalization, premiums, loss and loss adjustment expenses, loss development patterns, underwriting expenses, underwriting and investment income, and operating ratios.

“Benchmarking data is essential to understanding the current condition of the RRG market,” Pinnacle Principal and Consulting Actuary Rob Walling said. “The RRG market is certainly not monolithic and economic conditions have different impacts on RRGs in different regions and segments. Pinnacle’s RRG Benchmarking Study is a detailed look into diverse data, making it particularly helpful in understanding the specific conditions of a very distinct and heterogeneous RRG market.”

The Pinnacle study looks at RRGs by industry segment – other liability, commercial auto liability and medical professional liability. Dividing information by segment enables more in-depth analysis of metrics such as premium risk state, combined operating ratios and subsequent loss reserve development.


Owned by its professional staff, Pinnacle ranks among the largest property/casualty actuarial firms in the United States. Its dedicated consultants focus on serving the captive and alternative markets and are experts at program design, data evaluation and analysis. Pinnacle serves hundreds of captive and alternative market clients, self-insured employers and risk retention groups.

With its home office in Bloomington, Ill., the firm also has offices in Atlanta, Chicago and San Francisco. Pinnacle provides expertise, superior communication, empathetic customer service and helps companies drive better business decisions. To explore Pinnacle’s Commitment Beyond Numbers, please visit www.pinnacleactuaries.com.
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